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Jim Moss’ Gee Bee Q.E.D II
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By Michael Stephan

Experimental Aircraft Association!

! Chapter 168

Coming to Airventure in 2014 is
Jim Moss’s final and maybe
greatest project the Gee Bee
Q.E.D. II a reproduction of the
Granville Brothers final design
circa 1933. It first flew on
September 26, 2013 at Olympia
A i r p o r t i n Wa s h i n g t o n .
Unfortunately, Jim Moss never
saw it fly, because he passed
away three weeks earlier from a
lengthy illness.

Article Index

This month’s Sport Aviation has
a detailed article on Mr. Moss and
the creation of such a unique
airplane.
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Monthly Schedule

April 2nd Chapter Meeting

April 9th Board Meeting

The April Chapter meeting
will be on Wednesday
April 2nd at the Farmers
Branch Library, located
on the northwest
corner of Webb Chapel
and Golfing Green Dr.
The meeting will be
held in the auditorium
and begin at 6:30 p.m.
with socializing and
coffee. The program will
begin promptly at 7 p.m.
and finish by 9:00 p.m.

The next BOD meeting will be held on Tuesday April 9th
at the Farmers Branch Manske Library at 7:00 PM. The
minutes from the March BOD meeting recorded by Pete
Miller are as follows:
Officers, Directors, and Members in Attendance: Michael
Stephan, Norm Biron, Brad Roberts, Pete Miller, Frank
Prokop, Sam Cooper, Mel Asberry, Ann Asberry, Jim
Canniff.
GENERAL MEETING, SPEAKER / SUBJECT
April 2: CO—It’s a Gas! FAAST seminar. Mike
Montefusco.

This month’s speaker will be Mike
Montefusco, a FAAST team member, talking about carbon
monoxide. He will discuss the danger signs as well as talk
bout the devices that detect it. This is an often overlooked
danger that has killed. So be sure and attend.
Since this is a FAAST seminar, it qualifies for WINGS
credits.

April 5th Coffee in McKinney

see page 10 for more details

On April 12, the Terrell Airport (TRL) is hosting a fly in
breakfast event.
This is a pilot only event, although they welcome you to
bring a guest. Please be sure to RSVP at
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April 5: McKinney Coffee and Donuts, 9am
April 12: Terrell Airport Pilot Appreciation Breakfast
Buffet
April 26: AOPA Fly-In, San Marcos
MONTHLY SOCIAL GATHERING
TREASURER REPORT
Brad presented the Treasurer’s Report for February. There
were 2 membership renewals.
YOUNG EAGLES
The March 22 Chapter 34 Young Eagles event was
discussed.
OLD BUSINESS

April 12th Terrell Breakfast

or calling us at 972.551.5004.

CHAPTER FLY OUT

No social gathering for April.

The McKinney chapter is having coffee and donuts on
April 5th at their hangars on the west side of the airport.
So, this month we will join them. The fun will be in Chuck
Roberts Hangar 2520 in the McKinney Hangars
Association area. We will start at 9:00 am. For those that
fly in you can ask the tower for directions to the coffee and
donuts.

http://www.terrellairport.com/pilots/

May 6: Gerhart Defner speaking about his BerlinReykjavík flight in a motorglider.

Michael asked Pete about updates for changing the member
database. Pete had nothing to report as yet.
NEW BUSINESS
Pete requested authorization to spend $50.00 for software
to help manage the database for the Blue Skies YE
registration. Approved as requested. Pete is still looking at
alternatives.
Ann discussed moving the date for the Chapter Picnic to
May in order to have potentially better weather, and to
avoid conflicts with other events. The date is tentatively set
for May 10 with a rain date of May 17.
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Presidents Message

From the President’s Desk
By Michael Stephan

Business is starting to pick up. With Sun and Fun just a few weeks away, the aviation
experimental aviation world awakes from its winter slumber. New products are being
announced. Local fly-ins are popping up on the calendar. Soon there will not be enough
Saturdays in a month to get to all the events.
On a local note. At our last Chapter meeting we elected the Board of Directors for the
next year. I am pleased to announce that most of the members on last year’s Board are
returning with the addition of RV-9A builder Chris Smith. I thank all the members for
volunteering their time and look forward to working with them for another year.
I also want to thank Jim Quinn for the presentation on the Civil Air Patrol at last month’s
meeting. It was very interesting and informative.
The Blue Sky event that was scheduled last month was weathered-out and is being rescheduled. I have not seen fog that
thick in a long time.
At the last board meeting, we decided to move the Chapter picnic up a few weeks into May hoping to get a little cooler
weather. Mel and Ann picked May 10th with May 17th as a rain date. Mark your calendar.
But in the meantime.... Lets go Flying!

Carbon Monoxide Presentation

Fantasy of Flight Closing as a Daily
Attraction

By Michael Stephan

From fantasyofflight.com

POLK CITY, FL (March 4, 2014) – Fantasy of Flight
owner, Kermit Weeks, announced today that effective
Sunday, April 6, the attraction will be closing its doors as a
public attraction and will focus on its private event business
and
the design and development of a new future
destination attraction. “Although we are located just 20
minutes west of Walt Disney World, we’re currently outside
the center of mass tourism and not perceived of as a
destination. We have a great product, but people have a
misperception of what we offer,” said Weeks. “After 18
years of being in operation, it’s time we close the attraction
and move forward toward creating the vision for what I
know Fantasy of Flight can become.”
It will also turn the facility into a restoration and
maintenance facility that will be needed to build future
attraction elements. Plans are to open an aspect of the
collection in a reduced capacity and admission price later
this year.

April 2014

Mike Montefusco, of the FAAST Team, will be talking
about the dangers of Carbon monoxide. Register for
WINGS credit here: https://www.faasafety.gov/SPANS/
event_publicregistration.aspx?eid=53695

CO is normally exhausted from the engine with other
combustion by-products. Some of the hot exhaust is
funneled through a sealed "cuff" that surrounds a duct that
brings fresh, outside air into the cabin. Through normal
operation which includes expansion and contraction from
the heating and cooling process as well as mechanical
stress and metal fatigue over time, cracks can occur
between these compartments allowing exhausted CO to
mix with fresh air entering the cabin.
Consider these important questions:
• What do you know about human physiology and CO?
• Do you have a CO detector in the aircraft?
• Where is it?
• When was the CO detector last checked?
• When was it last changed?
• Is it working properly?
• How can you check it?
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News and Notes

Tex-Air Parts, Inc. Closes the Doors
By: Glenn Snyder

Some of you may not be aware that Tex Air Parts at
Addison Airport and in Fort Worth has closed their doors.
A new owner, Aero Performance, has taken over. At the
present time, Aero Performance will still headquarter at
Fort Worth. Delivery of out of town orders will be shipped
via UPS or Fed X. Aero Performance can be contacted on
Tex Air Addison’s old phone number 972-931-9896 or their
Fort Worth number, 817-632-7041.

Service Bulletins and The Experimental
Aircraft
By: Mel Asberry

Recently there has been what seems like a rash of service
bulletins within the experimental amateur-built aircraft
community. The forums and vendor sites have been
buzzing.

There are questions asking; “ Do I really have to comply
exactly as the kit manufacturer specifies?” “Can there be an
alternate method of compliance?” "Do I even have to
065 Phantom
Lane, McKinney,
TXat- Google
Maps
Brenda,
the manager
The Pilot
Shop in Addison will be https://maps.google.com/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geoc...
comply at all?”
increasing their inventory of most commonly needed parts
and can do special orders. Most of us all know Brenda and
get our sectionals, books and fun stuff there.

Well, the bottom line answer is NO! Service bulletins are
not mandatory, even in the part 91 certified world. The only
Address 10065 Phantom Ln
thing that is truly mandatory is an airworthiness directive.
Aero Country,
Another local supplier, APS (Aero
Parts &McKinney,
Supply)TX 75071
And an airworthiness directive cannot be issued against an
owned by Gary Bufkin at Dallas Executive (Red Bird), is
amateur-built aircraft. Now before you jump up and start
another good parts supplier. Gary has local inventory, is
emails on the “ADs can’t be directed to amateur-built
very personal and helpful, and can ship USPS or UPS.
aircraft” subject, keep this in mind. ADs may be directed to
certain components of amateur-built aircraft, just not the
3rd Annual Buono/Alexander
aircraft itself. Remember amateur-builders are pretty much
Crawfish Boil ( May 3rd)
left to themselves as far as design and construction. But
that’s another article.
David and Alina Buono are hosting a Crawfish Boil at the
Here we are talking about service bulletins. Just because
Hangar at AeroCountry Airport on Saturday afternoon May
you don’t HAVE to comply doesn’t mean you shouldn’t.
3rd. Show up any time after 2PM. There will be munchies
Service bulletins are issued because of a problem in the
out with the crawfish and shrimp around 5:00.
field. For example, If the main spar of your horizontal
The hangar is at 10065 Phantom Ln. (the west end) at the
stabilizer is cracked, it needs to be repaired. Period! Under
north end of the airport. If you have any questions or need
normal circumstances the kit manufacturer has investigated
directions you can call David at
the problem and has come up with a
214.986.4497.
reasonable solution. The service bulletin will
reflect that solution. Can you come up with
They'll have plenty of munchies
your own solution? Of course. But keep in
prior to actually serving our
mind that the designer of the aircraft, usually
guests of honor, which include
associated with the kit manufacturer,
crawfish and shrimp. They will
probably knows more about the design
have beer (Miller Lite or Bud
characteristics of the aircraft than you do. If
Light), but if you prefer
you think you have a better method of
something else then BYOB.
compliance, it might be worthwhile to submit
If you are a "YES" or a
Dave and Alina’s Hangar
your solution to the kit manufacturer. He will
"MAYBE", please let us know so we
then either approve of your method, tell you why it
have a rough idea of how many people to expect. Kids are
is not acceptable, or tell you, “It’s up to you, but we have
welcome as well. We hope to see you there.
tested our solution and think it is better.” The latter is more
likely to happen.

US Sport Aircraft
Sam Huff
Sales Manager
www.ussportaircraft.com

Elevate Your Experience...
4700 Airport Pkwy
Addison, TX 75001

April 2014

Office: 972.735.9099
Mobile: 972.816.8169
sam.huff@ussportaircraft.com

Now one more thing to consider. When you, or whoever
does your annual condition inspection, make that logbook
entry stating that, “I find this aircraft to be in a condition
for safe operation.” do you feel comfortable making that
statement if there is an outstanding service bulletin? In
other words, in case of an accident, would you be
comfortable explaining to a judge why you knew better
than the aircraft designer?
Regardless, the final decision is yours. Make sure you are
comfortable with it!
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Chris Smith’s RV-9A
By Michael Stephan

Last month I visited one of the newer projects in the
Chapter. In a hangar at Dallas Executive, Chris Smith is
working on an RV-9A project.
Chris Smith and Laura have been in the Chapter for about
a year, and already have jumped right in. Laura chaired the
Christmas Party committee last year and did a terrific job.
Chris is now on the Board of Directors for the Chapter.
These two are quickly cutting a path in the Chapter. It is
exciting to see younger members join and get involved.
Chris works in the nuclear power generation industry. His
days are spent inspecting nuclear power facilities for safety
issues. So there is a bit of travel involved in his work,
which limits his time working on the RV.
Chris purchased a very quick build aircraft. The project
included a fuselage on the gear complete with finish kit and
engine installed, including the baffles. He still will wrestle
with some fiberglass and working on installing wiring,
instrument panel and finishing some systems.
It seems like a real shortcut to get to a flying aircraft, but
it is harder than it looks. I have bought a few airplane
projects, but none that have that much work on them. Mine
were mostly done by the factory in a quick-build form, with
some work done by the original builder. When you get a
project in such an advanced condition, you have to do quite
a bit of inspection and in some spots rework. If you don’t
know the previous owners experience, you invest quite a bit

of time assessing his/her craftsmanship. That also applies to
buying a flying airplane.
Another difficulty is the familiarity you have with the
construction details of the airframe. My RV-8 was a quickbuild kit. Since most of the airframe was finished, I very
sketchy on the details of how it went together. I never had
to build a set of fuel tanks. There are several pages of my
plans that have none of the smudges and stains
characteristic of the finishing detail pages. So, there is time
spent reviewing the parts already finished.
Chris’ project started as a quick-build kit bought by the
original builder, so most of the airframe he can trust. There
is a bit of rework to do.
Since the engine came with the project, there are a few
puzzles to work there. The engine is an O-320 with fuel
injection. The linkage to the throttle-body was conflicting
with other parts, but with a little help from Mel he found
the solution. That is
one of the benefits of
being a chapter
member;
expert
builders to solve
those
tricky
problems.
This is Chris’ first
build and there is a
That tricky throttle linkage
mountain of learning.
He has the right idea and his experience is growing rapidly.
I feel a little sorry for him having to work in the old
hangars at Dallas Executive. It wasn’t long ago when I was
there, but I had a nearly flying airplane with me. My hangar
was so bad, they tore it down.
Chris is doing a nice job finishing the RV-9A. I think he
might be the next Chapter project in the air, and it could be
this year. Brad Roberts’ Onex is right there with him. We
could have two first flights this year.
Our Chapter does a great job of getting airplanes in the
air, and that is a long history. Chris and Laura are latest link
in that long chain.
Keep at it and we look forward to seeing your RV-9A
flying soon.

April 2014
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New Products
By Michael Stephan

You can tell the fly-in season is starting, when companies
start announcing the new products they have been
perfecting during the winter months. Usually they wait for
the big show in July, but this year they started early.
There are two recent announcements that have jumped to
the front. They are new EFIS (glass panels) products from
two major players.
In mid-March, Dynon Avionics announced a new version
of its popular Skyview system. The new EFIS now has a
touch screen interface and is called the Skyview Touch.

Touchscreen navigation on the Skyview Touch

Garmin had been teasing a new product announcement
that would happen during Sun-n-Fun. But last week they
announced a touchscreen EFIS of their own. Departing
from the G3X form, the new G3X is a large 10 inch panel.
Both screens look incredible. There is already videos
online on the companies’ websites that demonstrate their
capabilities.
In smooth air and on the ground, they both look like great
devices. I have flown in turbulence that was bad enough
that I had trouble grabbing the knob on the right radio.
Dynon highlights the fact that it can be controlled just as
well using the buttons and knobs for times in turbulence.
They even has remote knobs and buttons for s p e c i f i c
autopilot and baro/
heading functions.
The Garmin unit
has a few knobs
and buttons, but
relies on built in
ledges to anchor
you fingers while
touching the
screen. The G3X
does have a
dedicated remote
panel
f o r The remote mountable function panels
controlling the
autopilot functions.
The ipad/tablet technologies have shown the benefits of a
good touch screen interface. The touch screens work well
in the resizing of the navigation map. We all know how to
pinch to shrink and expand a map as well as using a finger
to scroll the map. That is more intuitive than twisting a
knob or pushing buttons to resize the map or using the
joystick knob to run a cursor around the screen. With a
good interface, touching an object on the screen has a
context and that will bring up options for that object to
select from. That reduces the menu structures we have had
in the past, which required us to navigate to an option
through a hierarchical menu tree. Learning those menu
structures required practice and a good memory, making it
hard to learn a new piece of equipment. So, learning the
new touch interfaces should be more intuitive and therefore
easier.
Both of these products are early in their production, so
there is not an manual available for them yet.
Both companies have remote mounted radios that can be
controlled from the touch screen. So those with little panel
real estate can combine functions into one screen and use
that precious space for the larger panel displays.
Both systems include synthetic vision and integrated
autopilots.

April 2014
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Both companies are adept at building good equipment. It
will take some working each one to see which is more user
friendly. Too soon to tell, but either would be a good choice
for your future panel. New devices are coming out so fast,
the axiom holds true. Don’t buy those avionics until the
airplane is ready to fly, or you could be last year’s tech
before that first flight.

The Standard Six overlaid on the synthetic vision

The Skyview Touch is a drop in replacement for existing
Skyview installations. No need to rework the wiring
harness. That is a consideration when upgrading.
The Skyview Touch is only available in the 10” screen
option. But the previous 7” screen version does integrate
and you can mix and match the two.
The Skyview display can now also display a digital
version of the traditional 6-pack of instruments overlaid on
synthetic vision display.
The Skyview Touch price starts at $3,995.
The G3X has the flexibility to mount the ADAHRS on the
back of the display or remotely mounted. It also uses a
front loading SD card for software and database updates.
Garmin’s new GTR 20 remote comm also includes a built
in two place stereo intercom. The intercom has a feature
called 3D audio. There is a demonstration of that on
Garmin’s site as well. It spatially separates the audio
sources using the left and right channel to easily
differentiate the sources. It reflects more how the ear hears
sounds from different directions. It works pretty well.
The G3X is compatible with the previous version of the
G3X. It shares the same sensors, so only minimal wiring
changes would be required to upgrade from the old G3X to
the touch screen version.

A video camera display on the G3X

Prices or the Garmin G3X start at $5,499.

The radio control window

April 2014
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Keep it Simple
By Michael Stephan

Not to often do you see an author argue with himself in
the the same publication, but after thinking about the new
EFIS technology, I find myself wondering if I have have
been here before.
In the sales pitch for the two new EFIS’s they comment
on having the technology of a commercial airliner for a
fraction of the price. That sounds awesome. I could have
all the features that the professional pilot gets to work with
in my little airplane. But I’m not flying a commercial
airliner. I remember my experience with my first glass
panel. I spent quite a bit of time to get those fancy features
wired up and working with all the other devices. Then
spent time learning how to use them on a flight. The
autopilot had a great feature that could follow a
complicated course. It took quite a few test flights to dial it
in, and I never did get it to work properly. I finally gave up
trying. I finally realized that I fly for an hour and change
heading 10 degrees and fly for another hour. Even with my
limited skills, I’m sure that I could handle that task
manually. Heading bugs, altitude bugs, flight director
circles, HSI needles, synthetic
vision all seemed so important
when you are building. But in my
eight years of flying, I found out
that I fly straight and level in VFR
conditions at less than 5000 ft and
the destination usually involves
food. A few gauges and my
Garmin GPS is all I use on those
flights. I only turn the autopilot on
just to see if it still works, although
it is a nice safety feature and handy
on long flights which are rare for me. I think it is faster to
turn the dial on my radio than it is to get an EFIS to do it. I
know it is easier to install with out that interconnection.

during low ceilings. That would be handy to be able to do,
but I don’t even have an IFR rating let alone the fortitude to
start out on a day like that. But it is easy to be convinced
that I could with the right equipment.
Low time pilots are easily convinced that they are going
to be so busy in the cockpit that they won’t have enough
time to accomplish all the tasks needed to make that cross
country flight necessitating the short cuts of all the fancy
features. My experience is that most cross country flights
are filled with plenty of time. Lots of time.
I’m not saying that the new glass panels are not
good.What they can do for the price is incredible. But they
are not necessary for my day VFR flying here in the
flatlands. My attention is better spent looking outside and
keeping an eye on the other traffic and those pesky towers
that seem to be sprouting everywhere.
Glass panels are pretty standard these days. I’ve installed
two different ones in my RV-8. As a computer geek, I am
fascinated with their capabilities and love playing with
them, but do I need it? No, but I will probably put one in
the next airplane. Old habits are hard to break, and the
sales pitch is very persuasive.

I think I need this.

It is very easy to see the scope of your project inch
upward with all the shiny objects that companies can
manufacture. After reading the recent announcements, I
was ready to equip my panel with the best equipment so I
can fly an IFR approach into the most difficult airport

When I only use this.

April 2014
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like sanitation, signage and local security. I’m sure it will
be passed on to those who attend the fly in.

EAA and the FAA
By Michael Stephan

We learned this last week that EAA has settled their
dispute with the FAA over the payment for the use of the
air traffic controllers used during Airventure. They paid last
year to make sure they had controllers for the event, and
planned to fight the battle in the courts to get the money
back. I thought they made a pretty good argument for
keeping it as it has been in the past, but it didn’t seem to
work out that way.
The EAA agreed to pay for the use of the controllers
based on a reimbursement cost structure for the next eight
years. They also agreed not to bring it up again. You can
spin that as not losing the fight, but it sure doesn’t look like
we won this argument. But it is over now. Jack Pelton,
EAA President, said that this will not affect EAA members.
No dues money will be used to pay the controllers. He said
the expense will be included in the cost of Airventure, just

I’m not criticizing EAA leadership. I’m sure it was a
difficult fight and they did all they could. But, this seems
like that first step down the slippery slope. I have stayed at
satellite airports and drove into Oshkosh. Am I now going
to have temporary controllers at those uncontrolled fields
for my own safety? Of course there will be a fee for the
service, probably charged to the airport and passed on to
me via a tie down fee. I guess that lessens the sting. What
about all the airports in between my home base and OSH?
Will insurance companies require that controllers be
present at all fly-ins with a certain number of airplanes
expected to attend? That won’t be free.
This seems like a precedent that will ooze into everyday
flying. Something we have been fighting for years. It
won’t be a sudden change, but slow one that becomes the
new normal. We try to keep recreational flying alive by
keeping the costs down and making it affordable to a wider
audience, all the while it gets more expensive.
All the politics aside, I have a few other concerns about
the fall out from this decision.
As a pilot that has flown into OSH several times, I felt
good about the controllers’ friendliness toward all those
flying in. They were courteous and professional while
keeping the procedures safe. We were on the same side.
Now I feel that the relationship is more adversarial, which
is not fair to them, because they didn’t force the policy.
Now I don’t see them as volunteers as much as service
providers. I hope that doesn’t affect how pilots treat them,
but I feel it will. The result will be added scrutiny of the
activities of the controllers.
My other concern is the cost that will be passed on. A day
at the event is already pretty expensive. Every year the
price seems to creep upward. At some point attendees and
vendors are going to assess the value. Some will quit going
and others may cut a day or two off their stay. It is such a
unique event, I hate to see it shrink any at all.
These opinions are the result of a late night of writing, so
I reserve the right to disavow, back track, claim they were
taken out of context, deny, take the fifth, or completely
change my mind.

www.flightmuseum.com
@FrontofFlight
Monday – Saturday: 10am to 5pm
Sunday: 1pm to 5pm

April 2014
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Upcoming Events

Saturday, Apr 12, 2014
Pilots, Popovers Plane Talk - Terrell, TX

From funplacestofly.com

Saturday, Mar 29, 2014
EAA Chapter 1246 Picnic and Drive-In Movie
Nite @ TKI - McKinney, TX
McKinney National Airport (TKI)

This will be a very memorable night at TKI, McKinney
National Airport. Movie will be shown in the MOHA area.
Don’t worry the Tower will direct you. Bring your blankets,
chairs and picnic dinners for your family. Stay until dusk
for the movie about ‘Pearl’ the youngest pilot the FAA ever
licensed. Hopefully joining us in attendance will be the
Movies Producer, Title Song Writter/Producer/Performer
and one of the lead Actresses. This will prove to be Fun
Filled Family Film Nite!! Come join us … and if you FlyIn and stay for the movie, you will need to be night current.
Contact: T Marbach Phone: 214-549-9563
Saturday, Apr 5, 2014
Fayette Regional BBQ Fly-In - La Grange, TX
Fayette Regional Air Center
(3T5)

Terrell Municipal Airport (KTRL)

Terrell Municipal Airport will be
hosting a pilot appreciation event
which will include a complimentary
deluxe breakfast buffet. We hope
you’ll join us to share a morning of camaraderie and
conversation with fellow pilots. The hot breakfast buffet
will feature scrambled eggs, bacon, sausage, potatoes, toast,
biscuits and gravy, and of course—popover muffins! This is
a pilot only event, although we welcome you to bring a
guest. Please RSVP at www.terrellairport.com/pilots/.
Phone: 972-551-5004
Email: marketing@terrellairport.com
April 29th: EAA Chapter 34 to Host Aluminum
Overcast - One Day Only!
@ Arlington Municipal Airport

Contact VP Michelle Daniel for more information
817-718-6995.

Back by popular demand! BBQ from 11
to 1.
See http://eaa1347.org/ for flyer.
Saturday, Apr 5, 2014
1st Saturday Coffee and Donut Fly-in McKinney, TX
McKinney National Airport (TKI)

Let's get together for some fellowship and fun. We're
having Free coffee and donuts for everyone on the first
Saturday of every month at Chuck Roberts Hangar 2520 in
the McKinney Hangars Association area at the McKinney
National Airport TKI McKinney, TX. Let's gather at 9:00
am. You don't have to be a member to attend. Fly-ins can
ask the tower for directions to the MHOA Hangers. See you
there! Contact: T Marbach Phone: 214-549-9563

April 2014

VISIT  ONE  OF  THE  TOP  AVIATION  MUSEUMS
IN  THE  WORLD
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Classifieds

HANGAR ECHOES
For Sale: Sensenich fixed pitch aluminum prop setup for
a O-360
(76"
diaLogs
65" pitch,
spacer
andColt.
12" dia.
spinner)
For Sale:
O-290D
- No
- From
a Piper
Been
in
than 60hrs
since Engine
installed
new. $2750
storage Less
for aproximately
10 years.
has generator/
Bill Bracken
817-925-4699
mags. $3000.
Contact
Bartie Coyle 972.682.9965
For Sale: Slick Mags removed from O-360 Lycoming,
#4371 Impulse (366 hrs), #4370 Non-Impulse (zero hrs),
includes spacer and harness, will need drive gear for
4370. 4371 $300 - 4370 $750 OBF Marvin Brott
pmbrott@sbcglobal.net 214-726-9117
For Sale: David Clark headset TSO $100. Hydraulic
Wing jack for RV aircraft (RV Easy Lift System). New
condition – used once. $140. Tail dragger dragger for RV
or Corben
other tail
wheel
aircraft.
$125.
Tools:Built
Pneumatic
For Sale:
Baby
Ace,
finished
in 1976.
by myand
hand.
Just
about
enough
to
build
an
RV
or
other
sheet
dad. Continental 65 hp manual start. Needs recovering and
metal
aircraft.
35
items,
mostly
from
Avery
Tools
and
the engine should be overhauled, because it has not been all
to years.
work. No
Newradios
price and
for no
these
tools is more
flown inready
several
navigation
lights.than
$1850.
Sell
for
$700.
Aircraft
parts,
20-50%
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For Sale:
Varieze

Cont O-200; 100 hours on overhaul. 1350 total time
$14.5k. Leon Rausch 214-349-6024

For Sale: Granbury Texas Airpark Home/Hanger For
Sale $269,900 - 3509 Nassau Ct., 76049 (Nassau Bay)
For Sale: Parts, Planes, Services
Beautiful home with large hanger on Nassau Bay Airpark.
Two story home with enclosed upstairs patio, two sepa
rate living areas, iron/brick fenced, covered RV parking.
Hanger is 50x34 and has 2 electric automatic doors with
direct access to hanger from house. Well maintained and
move in ready. Website with pictures: http://
mysite.verizon.net/resy4wnc/index.html
Owner:
bob_myrick@me.com or 214-729-2260
Realtor: Pam
Knieper at 817-243-8345 / pam@knieperteam.com
For Sale: Sensenich fixed pitch aluminum prop setup for
a O 360 (76” dia 65” pitch, spacer and 12” dia. spinner).
Less than 60hrs since installed new. LOWERED PRICE
$1850 - Bill Bracken 817-925-4699
For Sale: Fiber Glass Cloth For Sale Bi directional 8H
satin Weave Aeronautics/Aerospace grade, 13.3 mils
thick, 50” wide, warp strength 562 lbf/in, fill strength 518
lbf/in, 14.43oz/sqyd, compatible with all resins, in origi
nal packaging 125 yard rolls. Comparable price at Air
craft Spruce, over $9/yard. $400 per roll, that’s only
$3.20 per yard to EAA members. Cut lengths $7/linear
yard 50”wide with a $50 minimum. Call Jim Carney 214763-6784.

To place an ad: Submit requests for aviation related For Sale or Want ads to the newsletter Editors. Ads are free to Chapter 168 members. Ads from nonmembers
will be run on a space available basis. Ads will be run at the newsletter Editors discretion.

For Sale: Garmin 296. $500 or best offer.
Bill Bracken 817-925-4699
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Experimental Aircraft Association

c/o Brad Roberts
10716 St. Lazare Drive
Dallas, TX 75229-5346

DALLAS CHAPTER 168 MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION/RENEWAL FORM
New Member
Renewal
Info Change
Membership dues for EAA Dallas
Chapter 168 are $20/year.
Make checks payable to EAA
Chapter 168
Mail application to:
Brad Roberts
10716 St. Lazare Drive
Dallas, TX 75229-5346

Name
Copilot (spouse, friend, other)
Address

City!

State!

Phone Home:!

Work

Zip

email address
EAA # !

Exp date:

(Chapter 168 membership requires National EAA membership)

National EAA offices:
Experimental Aircraft Association
EAA Aviation Center
PO Box 3086
Oshkosh, WI 54903-3086
National EAA Membership:
(800) JOIN EAA (564-6322)
Phone (920) 426-4800
Fax: (920) 426-6761

Pilot/A&P Ratings
I am interested in
helping with:

!
!
!
!
!

Fly-Ins
Programs
Newsletter
Young Eagles
Officer

Plane, Projects (%complete) and Interests:

